
General index

Note: individuals are listed by their common names in English, not by their nomina (e.g. “Trajan,”
not “Ulpius Traianus, M.”).

abundantia/Abundantia 114
iconography of 115–16
see also annona/Annona; Ceres; domestic

(“private”) sphere
adjuncts see coin types
administration, provincial 4–5

rationalized under Augustus and successors
8–9

adventus 200–1
Aelius Aristides

minimizes role of emperor in Eis Rhomēn
(Or. 26) 106–7

virtues highlighted in Eis basileia (Or. 35)
51–2

Aeneas
pietas of 72, 73–4; see also pietas/Pietas

aequitas/Aequitas 63–71
as a “core” imperial virtue on imperial coinage

59–62, 99–100
expresses imperial virtue of justice/fairness

64–6
iconography of 66–7
meaning of as coin type 65, 66–7
meaning of in literary texts 63–4
relationship between frequency of coin type

and precious-metal content of coins
67–70

votive dedications to 306
aeternitas/Aeternitas 174–6
Alexander iii (“the Great”) of Macedon 41, 249
annona/Annona 112–22

fluctuating relative frequency of coin type
120–2

iconography of 115–16
imperial benefit 112–14
key imperial benefit on imperial coinage

108–11

meaning of in literary texts 112
Antoninus Pius

meaning(s) of cognomen 74
reforms of Italian grain supply and

Mediterranean commerce 120–2
Aquilius, M.

strikes denarius with portrait of Virtus (71 bc)
48

a rationibus see mint, central, organization of
argentarii (“bankers”) 194
Aristeas see Letter of Aristeas
aristocrats/aristocracies, local

adopt “Roman” outlook on purposes of
public life 319

civic benefactions of 11, 292–3, 319–20
collaboration with central state 11–12
emperor as model for legitimation of 318–20;

loss of 293–5, 297, 320
honored for benefactions, like emperor, with

title optimus 282–3, 291–2
honors for draw on imperial virtues 282, 290;

not honored with superlative epithets
282, 290–1

honors for Roman emperor from 19, 213–14;
audience for 270–2; reinforce local
power of 272–6

key social actors in Roman empire 10
statues for Roman emperor set up by 267

aristocracy, imperial
defined 10–11
key social actor in Roman empire 10

Aristotle 40–1
army, Roman

dedications to emperor as fortissimus
liberalissimusque 224

key social actor in Roman empire 10
main recipient of state payments in coin 194

447
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448 General index

Arval Brothers
prayers of to Salus 142; see also salus/Salus

attributes see coin types
AUGUSTA/AUGUSTI/AUG

epithet for ideals and values on imperial
coinage 59, 108

epithet for Salus 143–4
epithet for Victoria 162, 163–5

Augustus
awarded honorific title “Pater Patriae”

167
“cultural revolution” under 9
Golden Shield for virtus, clementia, iustitia,

and pietas 50, 58
grain supply to city of Rome (annona) 112–13
liberalitas 86–7
monarch 6–7
moral exemplar 281–2, 289–90
pax 127–8
provincial administration rationalized under

8–9
Republican precedents for powers and honors

of 5–6
Victory 149–51
see also Gemma Augustea; monarchy, Roman

imperial, advent of; “Romanization”
aurum coronarium

ideology of Victory 164

benefaction
imperial 102–3
local 11, 282–3, 291–3, 319–20; decline of in

third century 295–7
benefits, Roman imperial

ascribed to emperor and not to central state
106–8, 313

general overview of 102–8
“generalizing” vs. “particularizing” ideology of

105–6
grain supply 112–22
juridical benefits 104–5
material benefits 102–3, 111–26
more resonant than imperial virtues 101
social benefits 103–4
Victory advertised as 162, 163–5
see also coin types: benefits

biography
association of virtues with rulers 39–40

Caecilius Metellus, Q. (cos. 206 bc)
funeral oration of (221 bc) 48

Caecilius Metellus, Q. (cos. 80 bc)
assumes cognomen Pius 48–9

Caesar see Julius Caesar, C.
“Cambridge school” (political thought) 63

Caracalla
formulaic phrase super omnes retro principes

280, 288–93
hailed as magnus, recalling Alexander the

Great 249
honored for indulgentia in unofficial

inscriptions 276–8, 284–6
see also constitutio Antoniniana

Ceres 114
assimilated to reigning empress 118
fluctuating relative frequency of coin type

120–2
iconography of on imperial coinage 116–18
see also abundantia/Abundantia; annona/

Annona
Christianity, rise of 1
Cicero, M. Tullius

asserts antithesis between nobilitas and virtus
79

defines ideal commander in Pro Lege Manilia
(66 bc) 49

ideas about monarchy 49–50
praises Caesar in Pro Marcello (46 bc) 49
praises Deiotarus, king of Galatia 49

circulation see coins, Roman, circulation
patterns of

citizenship, Roman 104
grants of connected to emperor’s indulgentia

281–2, 289–90
see also benefits, Roman imperial; constitutio

Antoniniana
Claudius

criticized by Seneca in Apocolocyntosis 50
grain supply to city of Rome (annona) 113

clementia/Clementia
examined by Seneca in De Clementia 50
relatively rare on imperial coinage 61

coin types
agency in the selection of 191–2
association between emperor (obverse) and

ideal (reverse) 59, 108; see also
AUGUSTA/AUGUSTI/AUG

benefit types: grain supply 112–22; material
goods 111–26; relative rarity of 126;
overall typology of 108–11; see also
benefits, Roman imperial; see also
individual benefits

building types 121, 122–6; fluctuating relative
frequency of 123–6; rarity of 123; under
Trajan 124

“civilian” vs. “military,” long-term
fluctuations in 240, 241–2

diverse concepts united through iconography,
legends, attributes, adjuncts 114–15,
176
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General index 449

fluctuations in relative frequency compared to
other quantifiable phenomena 67–70,
90–2, 158–9, 164–5, 176, 318

index to wider world of official
communications 199

intelligibility of 198–9
local/provincial 121, 122–6
methods for determining the relative

frequency of 29–30
overall typology of 34–6
personifications, predominance of 35–6,

313
repetitive types, importance of 197
selection of correlated with denominations

and social classes 88–90, 144–6,
176

semiotic embeddedness of 198–9
similarity of across denominations 35, 59–60,

110–11
topical themes on 192
virtue types: overall typology of 59–62, 313;

relatively common on personification
types as a whole during period ad 98–235
238–9; relatively uncommon on
personification types as a whole during
Flavian period 237–8; see also benefits,
Roman imperial; virtues; virtues, Roman
imperial; see also individual virtues

see also coin types and inscriptions
(official/unofficial), correspondences in

coin types and official inscriptions,
correspondences in 230–43

chronological phases in 236, 242–3
coin types influenced by official inscriptions

235
explanations for 239–40; role of imperial

court in generating 240
fluctuations in relative frequency of coin types

mirrored in fluctuations in emphasis in
official inscriptions 232–4

ideological correspondences under Septimius
Severus 235–6

relative paucity of virtues in period ad 69–98
237–8

relative prominence of virtues in second
century ad 238–9

ruptures in Severan period 240
simultaneous appearance of new coin type

and new honorific epithet 230–2
see also coin types and unofficial inscriptions:

correspondences in
coin types and unofficial inscriptions:

correspondences in 251–66
explanations for 267–70
in groups of texts 257–64

in individual texts 251–7
under Caracalla 278, 287
see also coin types and official inscriptions:

correspondences in
coins, bronze, sample of 32–4
coins, Roman

circulation patterns of 30–2, 33–4, 88–90,
144–6, 176, 193–6

effective as instruments of long-term
communications 197

ineffective as instruments of (short-term)
“propaganda” 195–6

relationship between Aequitas type and
precious-metal content of 67–70

state expenditures mainly in old coins
194

tendency to cluster in cities and military
camps 195

total mint output of 193
coins, silver, sample of 30–2
Commodus

as dominus 279, 287–8
grain supply to city of Rome (annona)

113
rise of milestones with honorific terminology

for emperor under 220, 221
simultaneous appearance of Nobilitas (coin

type) and nobilissimus (honorific epithet)
under 232, 254–5

transition in language of inscriptions with
honorific terminology for emperor
under 225

communication(s)
coins as effective instruments of (in long

term) 197
coins as part of larger networks of 198–9
multi-stage process 304–5
“official” vs. “unofficial” 15–16, 214–17, 265,

315–16, 317
concordia/Concordia 132–5

as coin type 134–5
iconography 134
imperial benefit 132–4
in honorific inscription for Marcus Aurelius

and Lucius Verus (Cuicul, Mauretania)
253–4

key imperial benefit on imperial coinage
108–11

meaning of 132
more common on silver than base-metal coins

144–5
“political” ideal aimed at upper-class users

145–6
votive dedications to 306

congiaria see liberalitas/Liberalitas
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450 General index

constitutio Antoniniana
advertised by means of Indulgentia coin type

280, 282, 288–91
see also Caracalla; citizenship, Roman;

indulgentia/Indulgentia
cornucopia

as ideologically unifying attribute on imperial
coinage 176

court see imperial court, Roman
cult see imperial cult, Roman

debasement see coins, Roman
Dio Chrysostom

virtues highlighted in “kingship orations”
(Or. 1–4) 51

Diotogenes 53
domestic (“private”) sphere

official iconography/imagery in 116, 203, 303,
306–7

dominus
appearance in official inscriptions with

honorific terminology for emperor 227
appearance in unofficial inscriptions with

honorific terminology for emperor 250
explanations for appearance of in unofficial

inscriptions 279, 287–8
long-term fluctuations in frequency of in

unofficial inscriptions 276–8, 284–6
meaning(s) of 293–5
and rise of title kurios in inscriptions from

eastern empire 278, 286–7
rise of as evidence of ideological “rupture”

316, 317
Duncan-Jones, R. 31

Ecphantus 53
Eis basileia see Aelius Aristeides
Elagabalus

formulaic phrase super omnes retro principes
228

Victory 159
Ellul, J. 18
embassies

role of in diffusing imperial ideals 269
emperor, Roman

annual oaths sworn to salus of 142; see also
salus/Salus

autocrat (expressed by term dominus) 293–5;
in later empire 316, 317

benefits of central state ascribed to 106–8,
313–14

character of as central concern of political
thought 56

civilian magistrate 5–6
constraints on power of 7

distinct from institution of monarchy 8,
113–14, 159–62

ethical exemplarity of (expressed by term
optimus) 280, 288–90

inscriptions publicizing 210–14
grants of citizenship from 281–2, 289–90
judicial functions of 61–2, 64–6
monarch 6–7
nomenclature and titulature in unofficial

inscriptions 267–8
normative framework for actions of 56–7
pronouncements of commemorated in

documentary texts 211–12
Roman law 6
small-scale portraits of 209–10
social actor 12–13
statues of 202–4; in domestic contexts 203;

placement of 203–4, 273–5; blurs line
between “official” and “unofficial” 217;
scale of production of 202; set up by
local communities 267; typology of
204

symbol 8, 13, 20–1, 318–20, 323–4
travels of in provinces 200–1
unifying figure 5, 13, 312, 323–4; see also

ideological unification; Roman empire,
unifying features

visual representations of 201–10
see also benefits, Roman imperial; imperial

court, Roman; imperial cult, Roman;
inscriptions with honorific terminology
for emperor; monarchy, Roman
imperial; recusatio, monarchic;
succession, imperial; virtues, Roman
imperial

see also individual emperors
empire

coercion alone insufficient for long-term
maintenance of 323

importance of “symbolic glue” in holding
together 302

role of ideology in 301–2
see also Roman empire

Epictetus 52
epithets see inscriptions with honorific

terminology for the emperor

felicitas/Felicitas 165–74
coin type 168, 170–1; relative frequency of

173
iconography 170–1
imperial attribute 167–8
key imperial benefit on imperial coinage

108–11
meaning of 165–70
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General index 451

personalization of in late Republic 166
relationship between frequency of coin type

and frequency of Pax and Victoria types
164–5

relationship to hilaritas and laetitia
171–4

superlative epithet felicissimus 249; paired
with fortissimus 260–3

Victory 165
fortissimus

paired with felicissimus in unofficial
inscriptions under Septimius Severus
260–3

fortuna/Fortuna 136–40
coin type 138–40
iconography 138–40, 307
imperial benefit 138
key imperial benefit on imperial coinage

108–11
meaning of 136–8
more common on base-metal than silver coins

144–5
“popular” ideal aimed at masses 145–6
small-scale representations of 307
votive dedications to 306

Fronto
on ubiquity of imperial image 201
political significance of annona 113–14

Gagé, J. 150
Gellner, E. 310–11
Gemma Augustea 151
Golden Shield see Augustus
governor(s), provincial

role in diffusing imperial ideals in official
media 240, 241–2, 269–70

Hadrian
effect of frontier policy on ideology of Victory

163; see also victoria/Victoria
indulgentia in unofficial inscriptions 259–60
liberalitas as official imperial virtue 88
liberalitas in unofficial inscriptions 258–9

Hecataeus of Abdera 42, 43
Hellenistic period (323–30 bc)

development of monarchic ideology during
41–5; see also kingship, Hellenistic;
Republic

“Hellenistic West” 3; see also Roman empire,
preconquest histories within

“Hellenization” at Rome 45
see also virtues, influence of Greek

conceptions on Roman thought and
practice

Herennius, M.

strikes denarius with bust of Pietas (108/7 bc)
48

hilaritas/Hilaritas 171–3
see also felicitas/Felicitas; laetitia/Laetitia

Homer
ruler ideology in 39

honorific terminology see inscriptions with
honorific terminology for emperor

ideological unification 20, 301–2
based on particular conception of Roman

emperor 318–20
constraints on 302–3
convergence of social power in second century

321–2
“symbolic glue” 302
unnecessary (and insufficient) for functioning

of Roman state as a whole 321
see also ideology; ideology, Roman imperial

ideology
defined 300–1
functions of in empires 301–2
importance of underlying ideas 312–13
see also ideology, Roman imperial; ideological

unification
ideology, Roman imperial

convergence of ethics and benefaction
defining feature of in high empire 314,
317–18

legitimating discourse 318–19
“rupture” of in late second century 316,

317
values of coalesce in imperial court 314–16
see also ideological unification; ideology

“imagined community” see symbolic system
imperial court, Roman

compared to/contrasted with early modern
European royal courts 316

compared to/contrasted with Hellenistic royal
courts 315–16, 317

role of in diffusing imperial ideals across
official media 240

role of in generating key imperial ideals and
values 314–16

imperial cult, Roman 204–8, 272
and absence of votive inscriptions to emperor

303
imperium 149, 151
indulgentia/Indulgentia 276–83

coin type advertises constitutio Antoniniana
280, 282, 288–91

imperial benefit (esp. grants of citizenship)
281–2, 289–90

in unofficial inscriptions honoring Caracalla
276–8, 282–3, 284–6, 291–2
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452 General index

indulgentia/Indulgentia (cont.)
in official and unofficial inscriptions under

Trajan and Hadrian 259–60
meaning of in literary texts 280–1,

289
on milestones under Caracalla 278,

286–7
prominence of coin type under Caracalla

278, 287
inscriptions, corpus of 180–9

chronology of 183–5, compared to overall
frequency curve of Latin inscriptions
185, 279, 287–8

geographical distribution of 188–9
representativeness of 181
typology of 181–3
see also inscriptions with honorific

terminology for emperor
(official/unofficial)

inscriptions with honorific terminology for
emperor: official 218–43

authorship of 219–20
chronological and geographical patterns in

228–9
defined 180–1
emphasis on militarism and autocracy under

Severans 225–8
emphasis on virtues and benefactions in

second century 223–5
on milestones 220–3; chronological and

geographical patterning in 222
rise of term dominus in 227
rise of under Trajan 223
transition in language of under Commodus

225
see also coin types and official inscriptions,

correspondences in; inscriptions, corpus
of; inscriptions with honorific
terminology for emperor: unofficial

inscriptions with honorific terminology for
emperor: unofficial 245–66

audience for 270–2
chronological and geographical patterns in

264–5
defined 180–1, 245–6
individual texts 251–7
local responses to “official impulse” 251,

265–6, 282–3, 291–2
overview of 246–50
superlative epithets in 248–9
see also coin types and unofficial inscriptions,

correspondences in; inscriptions, corpus
of; inscriptions with honorific
terminology for emperor: official

Isocrates 39
see also biography; Xenophon; virtues and

rulers in 4th century bc
iustitia/Iustitia

relatively rare on imperial coinage 61–2

Jason of Pherae 41
Julian

panegyric of on Constantius II 54–5
Julius Caesar, C.

introduces cults of Victoria, Fortuna, and
Clementia Caesaris 49

praised by Cicero in Pro Marcello (46 bc)
49

Victory 148
justice

as Roman imperial virtue 61–2, 64–6

kings/kingship, Hellenistic
courts of compared to/contrasted with

Roman imperial court 315–16, 317
epithets for 44–5
ideology of 41–5; military victory central to

151–2
interactions with Roman senators (under

Republic) 46
qualities of celebrated in documentary texts

43–4
see also Hellenistic period; Suda

kurios see dominus

laetitia/Laetitia 171–3
see also hilaritas/Hilaritas; felicitas/Felicitas

legends see coin types
Letter of Aristeas 42, 43
liberalitas/Liberalitas 82–92

congiaria 85–6, 88–92
“core” imperial virtue on imperial coinage

59–62, 99–100
“good” vs. “bad” liberalitas 84–5
iconography of, by denomination 88–90
imperial virtue 85–8
in unofficial inscriptions under Hadrian

258–9
meaning of as coin type 88–92
meaning of in literary texts 82–5
official inscriptions influence rise of coin type

235
political slogan in ad 69 87
relationship between frequency of coin type

and number of congiaria per reign-year
90–2

libertas/Libertas 176–7
rarity of coin type 176–7
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General index 453

Macrinus
honored as providentissimus 234, 256–7

Marcus Aurelius
emphasis on pronoia (providentia) in

Meditations 92
honored as piissimus 233–4
treatment of virtues in Meditations 52

Mausolus of Caria 41
Mediterranean Sea 4; see also Roman empire,

unifying features
Menander Rhetor

advises speakers to praise rulers in terms of
virtues 52

milestones
role of in diffusing imperial titulature and

nomenclature 212
with honorific terminology for emperor

220–3, 278, 286–7
mint, central 28

emperor’s notional responsibility for 67
expenditures of mainly in old coins 194
organization of 191–2
total output of 193

monarchy
attitudes of Roman Republican senators

towards 46–7
see also kings/kingship, Hellenistic;

monarchy, Roman imperial
monarchy, Roman imperial

advent of 8–14; convergence of social power
coincident with 10–14, 323–4; political
and cultural explanations for 9–10

association with ideology of Victory 159–62
institution of distinct from individual

emperors 8, 107, 159–62
see also benefits, Roman imperial; monarchy

Moneta
relationship to Aequitas 67

Musonius Rufus 52

nobilitas/Nobilitas
contrasted with virtus 79

nummularii (“money-changers”) 194, 195

optimus 280, 288–93
explanations for appearance of in unofficial

inscriptions 278, 287
expresses (ethical) exemplarity of emperor

280, 288–90
honorific title for local aristocrats 282–3,

291–2
long-term fluctuations in frequency of in

unofficial inscriptions 276–8, 284–6
see also Trajan

panegyric/panegyrists, Greek
key imperial virtues in 54–5

panegyric/panegyrists, Latin
key imperial virtues in 54

Panegyricus see Pliny the Younger
pax/Pax 127–32

coin type 128–9
iconography 128–9
in unofficial honorific inscription for Titus

251–2
key imperial benefit on imperial coinage

108–11
meaning of 127–8
more common on silver than base-metal coins

144–5
“political” ideal aimed at upper-class users

145–6
relationship between frequency of coin type

and frequency of Felicitas and Victoria
types 164–5

Victory 165
votive dedications to 306

Philip II of Macedon 41
Philodemus 42, 43
philosophy

and ethical conception of rulership 40–1
see also Aristotle; Cicero; Plato;

pseudo-Pythagorean kingship treatises;
Stoics

pietas/Pietas 71–7
“core” imperial virtue on imperial coinage

59–62, 99–100
fluctuations in relative frequency of coin type

233–4, 255–6
in honorific inscription for Septimius Severus

255–6
iconography of 75
imperial virtue 72, 73–4
meaning of as coin type 75–7
meaning of in literary texts 71–3
votive dedications to 306

Plato 40–1
canon of virtues 58
virtues mainly “dispositional” instead of

“enacted” 100
Pliny the Younger (C. Plinius Caecilius

Secundus)
ascribes benefits of empire to Trajan in

Panegyricus 101–2
ascribes virtues to Trajan in Panegyricus 37
celebrates Trajan as optimus 50–1, 280–1, 289

Plutarch
treatment of virtues in “To an Uneducated

Ruler” (Mor. 779d–782f ) 52–3
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454 General index

power, social 322–3
convergence of at turn of first millennium

10–14
defined 10, 322
organized in different networks 322–3
symbolic system centered on figure of Roman

emperor 15
procurator monetae see mint, central,

organization of
procurators

role of in diffusing imperial ideals in official
media 240, 241–2

role of in transferring coin from mint to
recipients of state payments 194

“propaganda” 15, 17–18, 315–16, 317
“agitation” vs. “integration” 18
coins as ineffective instruments of (in short

term) 195–6
inability of Roman state to mount concerted

campaign of 300
providentia/Providentia 92–9

alimentary inscription for Trajan 252–3
arch for Macrinus in Numidia 256–7
“core” imperial virtue on imperial coinage

59–62, 99–100
iconography of 96–9
imperial virtue 93–5
meaning of as coin type 95–9
meaning of in literary texts 92–3

provincial administration see administration,
provincial

pseudo-Pythagorean kingship treatises
concern with royal character and virtue

53
pudicitia/Pudicitia 60–1

quantification 22–4
coins and coin types 22–3
inscriptions 23
methodological principles of 23–4
see also bronze coins, sample of; coin types,

methods for determining the relative
frequency of; silver coins, sample of

recusatio, monarchic 5
Republic

coin types and public media during 198
debates over meaning of virtus during 78–80
development of association between virtues

and rulers during 46–9
personalization of Victory in late Republic

147–51
see also Augustus, Republican precedents for

powers and honors; monarchy, Roman
imperial, advent of

Rhetoric to Alexander 42–3
Roman empire

cultural diversity in 3–4
distinct from modern nation 310–11
ecological diversity in 2
economy of 4
experience of time and space in 2; as

constraint on power of emperor 7
general features of 1
key social actors in 10
literacy in 302–3; “visual” literacy 304
networks of social power in 322–3
not an “imagined community” 310–11
“popular” religion in 305–6
preconquest histories within 2–3
size of 2
stability of (threats to) 12
unifying features in 4–5; see also emperor,

Roman, as unifying figure; unification,
ideological

urbanization 4, 9, 11
see also administration, provincial; empire;

state, central
“Roman West”

defined 25
distinct from Roman East 25

“Romanization” 9

salus/Salus 140–4
coin type 143–4
iconography of 143–4
imperial benefit 141–3
interdependence of among citizens, emperor,

and state 141–4
key imperial benefit on imperial coinage

108–11
meaning of 140–1
more common on base-metal than silver coins

144–5
“popular” ideal aimed at masses 145–6
votive dedications to 306

Scipiones, epitaphs of 48, 78
securitas/Securitas 130

iconography 131–2
see also pax/Pax; tranquillitas/Tranquillitas

senate/senators
attitudes towards institution of monarchy

(under Republic) 46–7
decrees of as vehicle for spread of imperial

ideals 212
importance of military victory to (under

Republic) 151–2
interactions with Hellenistic kings (under

Republic) 46
key social actor in Roman empire 10
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General index 455

senatusconsultum de Gnaeo Pisone Patre (SCPP,
ad 20) 65, 66–7

Seneca the Younger (L. Annaeus Seneca)
account of clementia in De Clementia 50
Apocolocyntosis as criticism of Claudius 50
critique of felicitas 169–70
principle that personal virtues hold absolute

power in check 56
Septimius Severus

Arch of, dedicatory inscription on 226–7
changes in organization of central state under

242
ideological correspondences of coin types and

official inscriptions under 235–6
unofficial inscriptions celebrating

piety/sanctity of 263–4
state, central

benefits of ascribed to emperor 106–8, 313–14
changes under Septimius Severus 242
collaboration with local aristocracies 11–12
communication of imperial ideals by 16–18,

215–16
expenditures of as key mechanism for putting

coins into circulation 194
interactions with municipalities 268–70
interactions with various collectivities 105
key social actor in Roman empire 10

state-formation
role of ideas and culture in 20–1, 310–11; see

also Gellner, E.
statues see emperor, Roman, statues of
Sthenidas 53
Stoics

concern with royal character and virtue 52
succession, imperial 6

guaranteed by imperial providentia 93–4; see
also providentia/Providentia

Suda
definition of monarchy in 42

Suetonius, C. Tranquillus
main ethical concerns of 51

Sulla, L. Cornelius
assumes cognomen Felix 49

super omnes retro principes
rise of in official inscriptions with honorific

terminology for emperor under
Elagabalus 228

rise of in unofficial inscriptions with honorific
terminology for emperor under
Caracalla 280, 282–3, 288–92, 293

superlatives see inscriptions with honorific
terminology for the emperor

symbolic system
agency in the production of 15–16, 214–17,

218–19, 240, 245–6, 314–16

centered on figure of Roman emperor 14–15,
200–18

defined 14
ideological unification 300–12
“imagined community” not produced by

310–11
impact on convergence of social power 15
importance of repetition in 304
intent in the production of 16–19, 217
multi-stage process in diffusion of 304–5
quantitative methods in study of 21
see also emperor, Roman, as symbol;

ideological unification; ideology, Roman
imperial

Syme, R. 7–8

Tabula Banasitana 282, 290
Themistius

royal virtues 54
“third-century crisis” 295–7
Tiberius

ideology of Victory 159–61
“Sword of” 160

titulature, unofficial see inscriptions with
honorific terminology for emperor

Titus
hailed as conservator pacis Augustae 251–2

Trajan
alimentary inscription celebrates providentia

of 252–3
Arch of at Ancona, dedicatory inscription on

230–2
building types of (on imperial coinage) 124
imperial benefits ascribed to in Pliny’s

Panegyricus 101–2
hailed as optimus 50–1, 250, 280–1, 289
liberalitas as imperial virtue 88
rise of official inscriptions with honorific

terminology for emperor under 223
virtues ascribed to in Pliny’s Panegyricus

37
tranquillitas/Tranquillitas 130–1

iconography 131–2
see also pax/Pax; securitas/Securitas

triumviri monetales (“moneyers”) see mint,
central, organization of

types see coin types

unification see ideological unification
urbanization see Roman empire, urbanization

Vespasian
ideology of Victory 161
Templum Pacis 128; see also pax/Pax

Veyne, P. 17, 107–8
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456 General index

victoria/Victoria 146–65
advertised as benefit of empire 162, 163–5
associated with imperial monarchy rather

than individual emperors 159–62
aurum coronarium and 164
coin type 153–6
effect of Hadrian’s frontier policy on ideology

of 163
Felicitas 165
fluctuating relative frequency of coin type

157–9
iconography of 153–6, 307
ideological centrality of reflected in frequency

of coin type 147
ideology of converted into political power for

emperor 153–65
imperium 149
key imperial benefit on imperial coinage

108–11
Pax 165
personalization of in late Republic and

Augustan periods 147–51
relationship between frequency of coin type

and imperatorial acclamations 158–9
relationship between frequency of coin type

and frequency of Pax and Felicitas types
164–5

role of coins in generating collective
“experience” of 153; as “universal” ideal
162–3

role of rituals and monuments in generating
collective “experience” of 153

small-scale representations of 307
votive dedications to 305–6

virtues
ascribed to/associated with rulers in ancient

Mediterranean world 38–55
canons and hierarchies of (literary evidence)

57–8

influence of Greek conceptions on Roman
thought and practice 46–7

personified and worshipped as objects of cult
47

rulers in early imperial period 50–4
rulers in fourth century bc 39–41
rulers in Hellenistic period 41–5; see also

kings/kingship, Hellenistic
rulers in late antiquity 54–5
rulers in Republic 46–9
see also virtues, Roman imperial

virtues, Roman imperial
defined 59
less resonant than imperial benefits 101
mainly “enacted” and not “dispositional”

100, 313
specific (“core”) virtues emphasized on

imperial coinage 59–62, 99–100,
313

see also benefits, Roman imperial; coin types:
virtues; virtues

see also individual virtues
virtus/Virtus 77–82

“core” imperial virtues on imperial coinage
59–62, 99–100

debates over meaning of in Republican and
Augustan periods 78–80

hunt as expression of 81
iconography of 81–2
imperial virtue 80–1
meaning of as coin type 81–2
meaning of in literary texts 77–80
relationship to gloria 79–80
votive dedications to 306

Xenophon
encomia of Agesilaus and Cyrus 39–40
see also biography; Isocrates; virtues, and

rulers in fourth century bc
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